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➤ Click on the draft law on which you wish to comment, and you will be directed to a page similar to the one below:

Below are instructions for submitting comments on draft laws via the National People’s Congress’s (NPC) online public comments system.
While based on the draft revisions to the Standardization Law, the following instructions should be applicable to any other draft law. We will
note any draft law-specific changes to these instructions in our blog posts announcing solicitations of public comments.

Provinces
北京 Beijing
天津 Tianjin 
河北 Hebei
⼭⻄ Shanxi
内蒙古 Inner Mongolia
辽宁 Liaoning
吉林 Jilin 
⿊⻰江 Heilongjiang
上海 Shanghai
江苏 Jiangsu
浙江 Zhejiang
安徽 Anhui
福建 Fujian
江⻄ Jiangxi
⼭东 Shandong
河南 Henan
湖北 Hebei
湖南 Hunan
⼲东 Guangdong
⼲⻄ Guangxi 
海南 Hainan 
重庆 Chongqing
四川 Sichuan
贵州 Guizhou 
云南 Yunnan
⻄藏 Tibet 
陕⻄ Shaanxi
⽢肃 Gansu
⻘海 Qinghai
宁夏 Ningxia
新疆 Xinjiang
⾹港 Hong Kong
澳⻔ Macao
台湾 Taiwan

解放军 People’s Liberation
Army

Friendly Reminders:
1. Please follow relevant laws and regulations in submitting comments;
2. Submit comments directed at the draft law; your comments will be carefully studied;
3. Please fill in personal information as honestly as possible to facilitate contact and to allow grouping of 

comments for sorting and analysis.

Solicitation of Comments on the Standardization Law of the People’s Republic of China (Draft Revision)

Province

Name

Occupation

Email

Phone

Please select

Please select

Required fields are marked *.

Enter Reset

Occupations
国家机关及其⼯作⼈员 State organs and their

employees

事业单位、社会团体及
其⼯作⼈员

Public institutions,
social groups, and
their employees

其他 Other

⬆ Depending on the draft law, the box above will contain
either an explanation of it written by the institution submitting
the draft (in this case the State Council), or the NPC Law
Committee’s report on changes made to the draft or its
suggestions for further revising the draft.

➤ Click on “Enter” and you will be directed to another screen, where the draft law is laid out article by article:

NOTES:
1. Despite the “Friendly Reminders,” we don’t think the answer to the “Province” question matters,

especially if you reside outside China. We provide the list of provinces only to be comprehensive.
2. The NPC has very occassionally listed occupations other than the three above. Should that happen again,

we’ll provide translations of the former in our blog posts announcing solicitations of public comments.

Submit Comments

Submit Comments

Submit Comments

Submit Reset

NOTES:
1. Each article (and title of 

chapters and sections) is 
accompanied by a blue 
“Submit Comments” button.

2. Once you click on that button, 
a text field and two other 
buttons, “Submit” and 
“Reset,” will appear beneath 
each article.

3. The comments in each text 
field are said to be limited to 
2,000 characters.

4. Comments should ideally be 
in Chinese, though comments 
in other languages can still be 
successfully submitted.

5. Use the navigation bar  
(shown to the left) at the 
bottom of each page to move 
through the draft law or to 
jump to a specific page (by 
typing in the page number and 
clicking “GO”).

Acknowledgement: Parts of these instructions are derived from similar instructions prepared by China Law Translate.

➤ To submit comments online, first open this link and you will see the following page (partial screenshot below):

How to Comment on Draft Legislations Online?

http://www.npc.gov.cn/COBRS_LFYJNEW/user/Law.jsp
www.chinalawtranslate.com/instructions-for-commenting-on-laws/

